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	>> Are we all set?  Are we good on time?  
	Okay.  First I need to check to see if people can hear me.  
	Okay.  Can you hear me in the back.  If you can't, there's no way you could say.  Okay.  Good.  
(Chuckles).
	>> If you have a blank piece of paper, that could be handy today.  It's up to you.  Nothing to hand in.  There will be no scoring.  If you don't have a blank piece of paper, I have the official handout form here.  Anybody else need the official version?  You can have more than one, too.  Okay.  
	Because this is the last session, please go ahead and snack.  If you make crackly noises, that's all right.  Let's kind of lay back a little bit.  We're lucky we're in this room because it has air conditioning.  I was in the one next to it and I don't know they didn't put a quarter in the machine or something.  Because it was awful.  
	Okay.  Let's get started I would like to introduce myself I'm Steve Richardson I'm at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention I work in the EHDI Program there I'm health educator with them so I do health ed and communication, things to do with behavior change.  
	And just a few words about how I came to this subject, which I really like.  
	Sorry.  Okay.  I'm sorry.  
	I'm just introducing myself.  
	I came to this working in a number of places I used to work at the state health department for quite a few years.  Doing health education.  As you can imagine we had a wide range of audiences and a lot of those people had low reading levels, literacy was a real issue.  
	So there were a lot of studies and devices we used to make information accessible to this particular group.  So a lot of the early studying about how to convey information in a way that's clear, clear communication, originated with this low literacy, low reading level group.  
	But people discovered something that the principles that helped people in this group even get the information also help people in more educated groups get it quicker.  
	So busy professionals could acquire the information faster.  More information during a certain amount of time.  And spend less energy trying to dig out the information.  If we applied a lot of these principles in their setting, as well.  
	So we'll be talking about ways to convey information.  That may have come from the health literacy movement in the past.  But we're not going to be talking down to anybody.  I'm going to assume that most of the audiences are going to be well educated people, very sophisticated, knowledgeable in their subject areas.  And if at any time during the talk it sounds like we're getting into Dick and Jane level and you don't think -- you think it's going to be insulting to your audience, raise your hand and we'll discuss that.  
	But I think we'll see that these things apply and why.  
	So I had a -- I worked in public health and also worked in an academic medical center in Virginia and now with CDC.  So I've had a chance to do this in a number of different places and like I said, I really like this.  It's like a puzzle to figure out how to construct something for a particular audience that gets across what you want in the way that's most likely to get results.  
	So that's what we're after today.  
	To keep this real and not just abstract and principles I would like you to think about right now, think about an audience that you would really like to speak to, to meet with.  You may have already -- you may already have something booked on your calendar or it may be your dream audience, if we can just get all of the audiologists into one room.  Ar there's a major citizen service group somewhere in the state or in a major city and they are dynamite, if we ever got them working for our cause, we could really tap into an awful lot of stuff.  
	So think about a real audience that you have to talk to or that you would love to talk to.  And as we go through today use them as we think about -- how would I apply that with them?  
	I'll say this as an aside, too.  There's another way to get at this, you may in fact not already have an audience in mind yet.  You may have gone through the data and analyzed it and found some really striking revelations in the data.  
	And you think, oh, this would really blow somebody's socks off.  Who should we say this to?  Who can we use this with.  So we have findings in search of an audience.  Either way we're going to converge.  So however you want to approach it, try thinking about an audience and this may make it a little more real as we go through.  
	
	So basically today we can chunk the information we're going to cover into three things.  Choosing the best data.  You've got your audience.  How do you pick which things to present to them?  How do you present it in a clear and impactful way.  That we get into a lot of data visualization in this part.  
	And finally, we've got the data part of it.  But how do we build the entire presentation to reinforce the impact of the data?  What else can we put in there that will magnify the power of what we're saying?  How many people have had to design a communication project or program already?  Okay.  
	Some of the things we talk about in this first section you'll recognize because they apply for almost any kind of educational promotional program.  If you've been in marketing and advertising and business, you'll also recognize this.  
	Basically why do we present this?  Because we want to change behavior.  Either get people to do something different.  Or if the forces are against us, we're trying to hold the line and keep things from sinking.  But we're trying to make some kind of change in behavior.  
	And there's -- one kind of change is a more intermediate or long range sort of change.  For instance, you may want all of the audiologists to report on every evaluation.  And not just on the ones where the child was found to be Deaf or hard of hearing.  
	And that's a behavior change for them.  And it's going to take a while for that to happen.  
	So I would like you to think about for your audience, think about that kind of intermediate or longer range change that you would eventually like to see happen.  Because your talk is going to contribute to that.  
	By the same token, we also have modesty derived from experience.  We know no matter how articulate we are, one talk by us is not going to sway all of this and make it happen over night.  We need to be more modest in what we set out to do with our one presentation.  So I would like you to think of the same group working towards your intermediate goal at a -- reporting, whatever it is.  What is something realistic you could expect people to do as soon as they get back to the office?  When they go into the clinic after hearing your presentation, what would you like them to do?  
	It might be pull out five records and see if you've done this in your record.  
	Talk to four friends and see if they know somebody, some family, who has a child who is Deaf or hard of hearing.  
	It's small, it's modest.  But it's one step toward your intermediate goal.  And it's something you can build on with the next step.  
	So it's achievable.  And you know that it's contributing to your overall goal.  
	But that Call to Action is going to be key.  Because when we think about what to put in, our question is going to be, is that going to contribute to somebody doing that action that we want to get at the end of the presentation.  
	And again, you may have had this bruising experience in life where you have given some passion to a very powerful presentation and people still have not changed.  
	This is to give us a feeling like one baby step in the right direction.  
	Basically reactions to our presentations, we give them something new, a new way to see the world.  
	We need to jolt them maybe to get them on the right track to even receive our information.  
	Maybe they've had spotty little bits and pieces but our presentation really pulls it together and there's that ah-ha kind of reaction.  
	And ultimately we want to get people pumped up, put me in, coach.  Let's go.  
	That's what we want to get.  So everything we do leads to that Call to Action that we settled on.  Again, we're going to build on that step by step.  
	How do you choose the right data?  
	
	Three things, you'll recognize this from any communication program you've done so I'll go over this pretty quickly.  You need to know as much as we need to know, as much as we can about our audience.  We need to have a notion of the setting for the presentation.  Also the type of presentation this is going to be.  And we need to be clear again on our Call to Action.  Email it matches those.  The audience, we need to run about them as a group, pediatricians tend to be people at that practice focused on that.  This service group likes projects similar to whatever.  So we know about them as a group.  If we can find out things about individuals like within the group, who does everybody look to, it may be Dr. Jones who asks really tough questions but they are fair so I better know my stuff but boy, if I can convert Dr. Jones, all of the others will start nodding yes.  
	So as particular as we can get with our information, including if they have had any experience with either EHDI or a program like ours oh yeah we have worked with the state health department once before, well, what happened, oh, well, the state health department, you know, we may have to distinguish ourselves from their experience.  
	As rueful -- eyes rolling and nodding, okay, yeah.  But it could be positive.  It could be negative.  But if it's in their brains we're going to have to deal with it at some point so as long as we know of it ahead of time.  
	The setting, part of this is the type of meeting it's going to be.  Is this going to be grand rounds where everybody sits and we present and thank you very much and they go home.  Or is it going to be executive subcommittee and they are going to sit down and roll up their sleeves, let's talk about this, let's think about alternatives and let's dig and work together.  
	Is it going to happen in a giant auditorium, that's going to affect what we present and how we do it.  Is it going to be in a small work room.  We can do things there that we couldn't do in an auditorium.  But that will affect what we include and also how we present it.  So we need to know that ahead of time.  
	And again, every time we add something to the presentation, every time we choose a method, we ask that touchstone, does it contribute to that Call to Action that I want to get when they go home?  Data.  There's a term for this that's come up.  We have literacy for words.  Numeracy for numbers.  And in numeracy is something that many of us suffer from to some degree.  
	And it's not yes or no.  We all have various degrees of this.  But the whole business of how do you convey numbers, how do people interpret what you're saying it could be a life's work but it's important for us to know.  
	Adult learning here, this is general principles.  But it's worth bearing in mind.  We as adults basically like things that are practical, not just fascinating.  We do things because we see value in it and not because somebody told us we had to.  
	We like to make use of our experience.  Take our what we know and build on that, use it.  And it may shape how we see things.  We don't like to start from scratch if we can help it.  
	And we have ideas of what's important to us.  And is this going to really help me advance what I think is important?  
	
	Statistics and risk are tough things for people to deal with.  And this is true, this is one of these cases where even sophisticated audiences who have probably been through statistics courses in their advanced degrees can still bog down in this so this applies to everybody.  And there are three things I've pulled out of a document I'll recommend to you and I'll mention it at the end it was developed at CDC by some psychologists and looked that says what principles could guide us in developing materials in a way that will increase clarity of the material and ease of use.  And that the rule was there had to be good science behind these recommendations.  
	Sew these things that I'm going to mention are pulled -- so these things that I'll mention are pulled from the recommendations with the science behind them.  
	First recommendation, don't make the audience do math calculations, go ahead and tell them.  Even if they can do them, they know how, still just tell them.  You don't want them spending their energy kind of squinting their eyes and counting on their fingers when you're trying to explain something else.  Also, they may do them wrong.  A little tip, if we are doing comparisons, keep those denominators constant, 3 out of 10.  And then if you say 8 out of 10, sure it's four-fifths but it's easier for the audience to get quickly if it was 3 out of 10 and now 8 out of 10.  Okay.  
	With risk, explain it and explain it in a way that means something to the audience in particular.  
	They want to know how big a deal is this and what are my chances but if I do what you say what's the risk if I don't if I keep on going what's the risk.  Is it a one-time thing or is it going to build up?  Questions like that what does it mean to them or to the people they really care about?  
	And don't use just numbers.  Numbers sure.  But don't use just numbers in describing a risk.  Words are good to supplement it.  And if you can, maybe use a diagram, something visual, this is one we have used talking about children who may be lost to documentation and sort of gets across the idea uh-huh 1 out of 3 children we don't really know for sure what's happened to them.  
	Here are some tips that the psychologists have picked up.  We should be able to do all of this in our heads but the fact is it's easier for us to get 1 in 4 rather than 25%.  It's easier for us to figure out what are my odds here, 6% chance.  Okay, not -- 50 -- not 50% less than the X% that it would have been so simple straightforward.  We can back it up with data.  
	Now we have chosen the data we have an idea of our audience, the kind of thing that will sway them, that speaks to their questions, their situation.  Now we're actually going to design the presentation.  This is -- this is where a lot of data visualization comes in.  That's a real buzz thing now.  I didn't realize it.  But if you put data visualization in front of a lecture I should have done it today but data visualization, people will flock.  Otherwise like just -- it was just discovered.  It actually is pretty cool.  And I can understand it because I flock, too.  
	But it's been around for a while.  And we'll talk about some particular ways to choose the charts and the visualizations and how to build them.  It's not a question of graphs are new, tables are old.  Tables are out.  They are been superseded by cool new graphics.  
	There's a role for both.  If you're doing the hard core statistics and people want a yeah, well, show me the numbers, we'll need tables.  But if we're going to do the hawk's eye view of this thing to see are there any relationships here, what are the patterns, that kind of thing are best done by graphs and charts.  
	You can use charts to look at your data and see places where you want to drill down.  Or you can find stuff out of the data out of your tables and then decide I want to display that with a chart to really hit people between the eyes.  
	A place for both.  
	You can put them together.  
	And there's something for everybody.  
	One of the ways we put information together is dashboards.  It's a buzz term.  But it's useful.  Here is the definition by Steven Fu.  I recommend his stuff.  Again he's not related to me but personally I've found his stuff is very useful.  
	A dashboard is a visual display and it's got the -- a dashboard is a visual display it has the most important information that fits our Call to Action and fits on one screen, one piece of paper, it's compact and at a glance you start to get a picture of what's going on.  
	There are several kinds but the one we use most of all is probably the Executive Summary.  Which is basically you're going into a group and you say, this is -- these are the things you should be looking at in order to make an informed decision about this issue.  
	And here are examples of how it stands.  If you look at these things and consider them and get what they are saying, you should have the information you need to decide, make the best decision, on this issue there are right ways and wrong ways to put that together.  We'll talk a little bit in just a little while about problems in setting it up.  This one has too much noise going on.  
	Just because it's a dashboard doesn't mean we need to have a dye lot you don't get a whole lot of information per square inch with those dials.  We'll talk about how to get things across.  
	Here is a clean one.  It's a little bit dense.  You can call it dense.  You can call it rich.  But if you're with a group and you say this stuff applies to what we're talking about.  For instance and you go in and you point it out.  And this one, they've got red dots that draw your eye and say if you're going to look at stuff be sure to look at these things with the red dot and here is why and there's something in there for each of them.  
	There are a lot of types of graphs and the question becomes, all right, I've got an idea of what I'm trying to do, which graph is going to work best for that?  There are some rules.  These are not lockstep rules but they are recommendations from people who studied it.  
	Again, this is Steven Fu so I'm not taking credit.  We can divide things up roughly into things, a snapshot, a picture of what's going on right now.  Just flash.  Static, right now.  
	Trend, obviously changes over time.  Or correlation.  Is there a connection, maybe even cause and effect between two variables.  I've built some things using Excel you don't need fancy graphic software, statistical packages, to do fundamental graphs.  I'm not pushing Excel if you have a graphic artist and you've got stat packages, great, I'm just doing these in Excel because if I can do them, ya'll can do them, that's my test.  
	I basically made up some values for something.  The percentage.  And they all add up to 100 of course.  I line them up in order and then in Excel you hit insert chart pie chart.  That's a common way to show stuff.  People are used to piecharts.  It will give you an idea, whoa, there are a couple there that are contributing the lion's share of this so there's an impression that people get right away.  
	If you're doing a pie chart for something like this, I would recommend that you also just click on bar chart or column chart and see how it looks with that.  First, another thing about piecharts, keep it just for a few things.  If you have 25 different things, this is a way a budget is split up in our department.  You know, every little program gets a sliver that doesn't really tell you much so keep it for smaller things and then try the same data which is what this is in a bar chart.  And that can show it to you in a slightly different way.  
	And if you're doing it in one of these programs, it's no extra effort.  You just click it and try another form.  
	I sort it, again, by size.  And put it in.  And it will lay it out.  And you can see it how it progresses down.  Unless you have some reason that you have to show it by each in this case hospital, in alphabetical order or by county or something like that, do it by the size of results, it's just easier to follow.  
	Another tip, if you've got a long name, do this kind horizontally.  So you've got room to actually write the name out.  You don't have to cram it up there and abbreviate and that sort of business maybe your program has set an objective.  At the end of the year we would like everybody to get 90% of the reports in within a week of the event.  
	We go through and we find out what peoples' actual performance was, we relate it to the benchmark.  Here I chose 90.  
	And then we find the percentage over or under.  
	And then presto, we turn it into a chart where we see who is above the line, good for them.  Who is below the line.  Huh . . . what's going on with that?  And it's pretty dramatic.  The table -- some people can read the numbers out of a table.  Other people need this.  We say, whoa.  What's going on?  
	Okay.  Changes over time, trends.  You would just lay it out for the period you want to cover and tell it you want a trend line you can put the little points in there if you want.  You usually don't need to.  You can get the information off of there even without putting little dots for every year.  
	We're looking at direction and also looking at the steepness to see how fast the changes happen.  
	So this has got a lot of information in it.  A variation -- the variation among the different places, the speed, where they are ending up, everything.  
	Or it may be this kind of mess it's sad to know but it's good to know especially if you have introduced some kind of program that you're really proud of.  You're trying to push and you find the results still aren't being effective again sad news but valuable news.  
	Another way to show trends is these little icons.  
	Here this is -- these are three different years if you stop by the CDC booth this is pulled right off that exhibit panel of ours.  Little icons.  And as long as each icon represents an actual value, in this case I think it's about 100 babies, and as long as it's a fair comparison, there are six icons in each row, then you can use it in a dramatic way to say, wow, things have really changed.  And you get to have cute babies on there, too.  Which is always a bonus.  Heartstrings are part of this.  
	
	You can see this is really kind of a bar chart but it's kind of cooler than a bar chart.  
	
	Correlation, this can be kind of complicated.  But basically scatter plots are the usual thing that we use on that.  
	You put in the two variables you're interested in, press the magic button, and it will start to -- it will put a scatter plot and see if there's a strong pattern one way or another.  
	Sometimes there's not.  It's just static.  Okay, well, now we know.  We thought there might be a correlation.  But I guess not.  Let's not waste our time on that.  You can put a trend line in there, kind of a spine to reinforce the fact that, yeah, things are going up.  It's just statistically significant here.  
	We can do them one at a time, single chart, boom, or we can combine things.  
	Anybody from the States recognize this thing?  Okay.  This is just an early visual way to take some of the data and compare it to benchmarks that were chosen by EHDI Program coordinators several years ago.  National average across all of the states and then whatever the local thing is.  
	It has that.  But it also has a little miniature trend line over on the right.  And it combines with some table information essentially.  Just numbers.  
	So you put them together.  This becomes a little Executive Summary in a sense.  
	We can put these little miniature things, we saw these before the little miniature trend lines we call them spark lines.  Excel will do that now.  
	You can get it to do that in particular.  
	So you've got numbers for the crunchers.  And then you've got the trend lines for people who want to visually see, well, how does that compare?  What direction are we heading in?  What's the high and the low for each year?  
	If you really want to get into it you can make a lot of these dense things that contains a lot of the information it's a little challenging if people are willing to get down into it they can really get a lot out of it but you have to decide about your audience they may or may not want to invest that in this kind of thing.  
	Special word.  If you've got geographical information that you want to convey, you can get -- this is where a -- where special programs can help.  And Excel maybe going beyond them.  But your artist -- you may have some information that an artist can help you translate into a map.  There are some cancer statistics and as you can see there's all kinds of information on there.  
	Anybody played with EHDI DASH?  Okay.  Yeah.  
	That's what that is.  You can go after that stuff geographically.  A big rule on this thing is, if you're going to talk about one variable and then the intensity in different places, keep one color with different shades as opposed to yellow means this, green is really good.  Red is bad.  Blue is medium low.  People don't want to have to remember that it's easier just to have one color.  Darker is really better or worse depending on how you define it.  And you can put two maps together to let people kind of flip mentally back and forth to see comparisons.  The thing here about infographics, boy, that's another buzz.  
	Have you ever had people tugging on your sleeve saying can we have -- can we have an infographic, yeah, yeah, that's the new thing.  Kind of, okay, we can have an infographic.  
	As long as we keep it under control basically an infographic is supposed to show some kind of connection.  It's not just a bunch of facts slapped up on one piece of paper with a picture next to them.  
	So how things are built.  How things flow, you start here and it goes there.  Or you start here and here are your options.  For instance, I can show you parts of the whole.  If you ever look behind the scenes of McDonald's, taped up next to the microwave ovens are these little diagrams of how you build a Big Mac.  
	It can be process, sometimes it clarifies things, sometimes it explains why your bill never got to be a law.  
	It can show alternatives in this case it's too small to see but it basically says if you spend the time that you spent on TV or something else, you could be earning -- equivalent earnings could have bought all of these things.  The time you spent, you could have learned a language or whatever.  And it demonstrates some of the alternatives and consequences.  
	Basically the question if somebody is really getting on your case to make an infographic, you have to ask, is this really increasing comprehension and impact or are we just adding cute pictures and icons next to big numbers?  
	CDC, practicing what it preaches even has an infographic about how to do infographics.  
(Chuckles).
	>> Part of this is to show that this long kind of format sometimes infographics look like window shades when you pull them down.  They need a long kind of format.  So they may be only useful in certain situations.  And you'll have to decide.  So that's how we do some of these things.  First of all, questions?  Just sort of -- when my mouth gets dry, it's time to ask for questions.  
	Some of this stuff, oh, yeah, but I don't . . . disbelief.  
	Expressions of disbelief.  Okay.  
	People are like okay so far.  Okay I'll go with it.  Okay we'll go with it.  The scientists are doing it.  
	Do no harm.  
	
	A fun thing in a grim kind of way is to go home and actually look for some of these things in the paper.  These are mistakes and distortions of graphic data.  I bet you've already seen them.  3D stuff.  Oh, it's tempting because it looks so cool and your software like Excel will let you do this.  With the piecharts at the bottom, you get that foreshortening effect that can distort the impact of something in the front as opposed to something in the back.  And people have to kind of crane over and look down at this to figure out what's going on, the one at the top you have to figure out and I'll never be able to do this, where is the top?  Is it -- I'm going to point now.  Heck with the laser.  
	Is this the top?  Is that the top?  I mean, where is the actual high point on this it would be so much better if it were just flat and you could just measure it right against the line.  
	A rule, start every y-axis at 0.  
	When you first see this kind of thing, what was your first impression, bam, before you can actually see it, say this is a stock market report.  What's your first impression when you see something like this?  
	Crash.  That was mine.  I thought all of the money has gone out of the stock market.  You know, people are in the streets now.  They just -- but if we look over at that y-axis we see in fact it flattened out around 3100 whatever.  
	And maybe they froze trading or something.  But in fact it's not the end of the world.  It just went down quite a bit pretty fast.  
	I will guarantee online or in the newspapers in the next week you'll probably see an advertisement you'll see a bar chart where one bar is twice as high as the other one wow and you'll look over to the left and you'll find it went from 200 to 300.  Whoa, wait a minute.  It's not double.  This kind of thing can be manipulated pretty easily.  We might do it by mistake.  There are people with fewer scruples who do it on purpose.  
	And this one, this is the -- the icon that ate Chicago.  You'll see stuff like this where the shrinking family doctor.  The first one looks like it's probably about 6 times bigger than the little one.  But in fact it's value is only about half again as much.  
	We can't judge the area, compare areas, of things as well as we can just the length of lines like bar charts.  Our brains don't work that well it's also frankly the distortion is it the right -- like on the right, is it the height of the image we're measuring or is it the area of the image?  It makes a big difference.  
	One -- from 100 to 300.  But the one on the right looks like it's about 6 times bigger.  Is that really a six-fold increase?  
	So the general rule is I would say steer away from this making things bigger to show an increase how to build a better chart?  We can start from the beginning and build it up nicely sometimes it's easier just to look and see what we can do to avoid to deconstruct one that's -- that already has problems.  And you may run across this when you get something back from your artist.  
	Every element should be directed at helping the viewer understand easily what's going on.  With as little work as possible.  It's easier said than done as we'll see.  An overall recommendation is don't feel like we've got to have some really fancy looking graph.  Stick with the basics.  The graph up in the upper right corner is I think a radar chart or something.  Excel will let you do that.  In fact I took some of the data from those little graphs before and put it on there to see what it would look like.  I don't know how to read that thing.  The audience probably won't either.  Let's not mess with it.  Stick to the ones in the bottom.  Because people -- we know how to read these things.  We've seen them all our lives.  So we can pop right in there.  And go for the information.  Removing clutter.  I've purposefully started out with a cluttered kind of graph.  And we'll go and we'll start taking this thing down to its essentials and see what we get at the end.  First thing we did was remove the adorable picture, nursing a baby.  If you work with a graphic artist, they are really tempted.  I love them.  They can make things wonderful.  But there's a temptation a lot of times to put some image behind the graph.  And waving wheat, I don't know, something, a baby, an ear, you know.  
	Try pulling that out or if you can't make them stop it have them fade it out to a point where it almost disappears.  
	This is not an ironclad rule try if you can do away with the legend put the information that's closer where it's needed it's hard to look down and look back up, was that green, dark green, back and forth, if we can put it close like that.  Do we really need all of those lines across there to know roughly where we are?  Again we're not splitting things down to two decimal places here.  We're just getting an idea of the pattern and range of things.  So get by with fewer.  
	And break it into points that makes sense.  Don't do it by 3s or something.  You know, you have a sense of what's the usual way to count them.  
	And then when you have done that, lighten them up because you just need to refer to them every now and then to get our bearings, they don't have to be there all the time.  These other lines are the ones we really want to see.  So we have taken it quite a way from this initial one with all of that stuff going on and the actual colored lines hidden in the jumble.  To this other clearer one that let's us get a sense to where things are starting and where they are ending up.  
	Have people run across sort of really dense looking like ones on the left?  Have you seen that?  Have you commissioned a graph, gone to your graphics people saying we're trying to get this across, make me a nice-looking chart.  Does anybody have the luxury of having a graphic artist?  Oh, sad.  Okay.  
(Chuckles).
	>> Excel will -- Excel and some other programs -- I just say Excel because it's usually available to us.  Can do some of the stuff.  So you can do it even if you can't go down to the basement and find one of these artists.  
	But if you've ever had one like this quietly take the person aside and say scientists somewhere have determined that we don't -- it's getting in the way.  
	We ought to do this other.  
	And I can give you some places to go to point out.  See, these people said you need to do it this way.  
	Very briefly about color.  Be careful.  There's a lot of red-green colorblindness out there.  
	We need some other cues in here about values.  Besides color.  
	We can use shading.  We can use -- this is kind of ugly on the right.  But it's a notion anyway with the little dots and shading.  One thing I do to test this thing out to see if it still works, print it off in black and white.  
	You think with color printers around every day you can easily do this kind of stuff but somebody will go and quickly run it off and run out the door and say shoot they set this thing to default to black and white and now I can't read, which one was the one that was the best?  Also people still photocopy I think.  I got this at the conference.  Make me a copy.  Make me a copy.  And they make a copy and somebody at their office, oh, make me a copy and after you've got three generations, who knows what you got.  You may want to do that ahead of time and see what it's going to look like.  
	It's also a way to guide us to being really sharp and clear in the beginning aside from getting muddied up like this.  If it will survive this, it probably is going to be sharp in its first generation.  
	
	That's the zip zoom summary about building good kind of graphs.  Questions that come to mind about I have always wondered about this situation again that sounds nice but in my case . . . thoughts and questions about that?  I'll be around afterwards, too, if you think about something or if you didn't want to embarrass me by asking me a question I couldn't answer I'll be around afterwards and I can take the microphone off and -- yes, ma'am.  
	>> (Off microphone).  
	>> No, you have come to the right place.  This is full of --
	>> (Off microphone).
	>> I've never seen some magic number like no more than 6.  But you can test it with one.  Really you need all of those things to make the point for your Call to Action.  It's not like we don't have a bucket of data we're going to douse them with.  We only have -- to douse them with we only have 15 minutes give them everything let them sort it out.  So you'll see is this going to contribute to the call of action.  It's fascinating.  I know it's fascinating.  Use it next time for the follow-up.  So it's all a Call to Action and then put it on a piece of paper.  And try it around with some people and see if they can get it.  If they have to squint, see if they can get it fast.  Sometimes I'll use fast as a substitute for easy to comprehend.  Can they glance at it and say oh my gosh what's happening up here?  Oh that's good if you can say wait a minute it's kind of noisy here if they are spending a lot of energy that's a sign we need to back off and say, okay, which of these score highest as far as got to have them for the Call to Action?  
	So some rationale for making it tough to get on the page and for backing some of them out.  This is something I came across.  I can't take credit for this.  I read an article once it was about biomedical ethics but it talked about principles of when you're exploring a case, aspects to look at.  But as somebody who has tried to do education and communication, it struck me as useful when we're doing presentations.  We've got our graphs, we've got our Call to Action.  We know what we're talking to, our audience, we've got it together, what can we do, how can we encapsulate this and support it in a way that magnifies the power of data?  And I commend this to your consideration.  This is me speaking.  I'm not the Federal Government.  But I think it's useful.  
	The four Ps.  Isn't it nice that things like this work out to be alliterative.  But I think it works here.  Principle.  Particulars.  Pathos.  And prophecy.  
	In your presentation I would say these four elements not necessarily in this order but, first of all, what's the point you're trying to make?  You know, there's a problem.  We can't track what's happened with children after their audiologic evaluation and it's causing real problems for us.  For a third of these children.  That's your main point.  
	Then back it up with particulars.  
	For instance, when we did a study, we found that it took three months to get results.  Only 25% of the things came in.  And it was only from 10% from the audiologists.  
	And this is where you put your hard core data to back up your statement.  
	Pathos.  If we were all just purely rational cyborgs, you know, all we would need was data.  And if it was logical, then we would do the called-for action.  
	We don't work that way.  
	I think it's important to put something in that says, this is how this looks in real life.  A family came in.  For instance, a family came into the clinic, if you have a real life situation, and they were upset.  Nobody had told them about this.  And it was because nobody had sent in the report.  So the family had to do this.  You know, and it's a story that demonstrates what the data is saying in a full and human value in 3D in real life.  
	It has to be true to the data.  But it's -- it strikes us in a different way.  
	I don't know -- has anybody had to testify at a State Legislature or anything?  I've seen or heard of experiences somebody of course coming from the health department has to have you can state the data, state the logic, we don't care what your opinion is particularly but you need to state this and you give reasons this beautiful epidemiology for a certain course of action.  Somebody else, especially if it's a contested issue will come in what I call Little Timmy.  And it will be the child who was thrown from the car and the roof crushed in and if he had been trapped in a seat belt he wouldn't be here today.  
	And you know that it's outlier and all of your data is kind of that but oh . . . it has that weight.  
	If we have our story, based on the data, a real human kind of case, it gives some counterweight to that.  So we have equal footing on an emotional level it's not a cheap trick if it's an honest story and supports with data but it recognizes that human beings make the decisions.  
	Finally, prophecy, this is like so if we could just make this change, here is how the world would be.  We would be able to spend our staff time doing this instead of wasting it doing that.  
	Or if we don't change, if nothing changes, the future looks like this.  More and more bad stuff.  Less that we can serve.  Whatever it will be.  As long as we can support it, say this is the trend and here is the projection based on the best that we can find.  
	Quick summary and then we'll be through.  
	Remember tables and graphs both have their place.  We'll always need them.  Stick to the basics.  No need to get fancy.  
	Sticking with the basics, in fact, is good science.  And more effective than jazzy.  Strip out anything that's not really contributing to the point you're going to make.  Less is a lot more.  When it comes to these charts.  
	Don't do one of these awful kind of mistakes.  You're probably so sensitized to it now, nobody in this room is going to do that.  You're going to see it.  And you're going to point at it in magazines.  I'll guarantee you'll see it my prediction my prophecy in the next week, you'll see one of these somewhere.  
	Be gentle with people with statistics.  Do the math with them.  Cut to the chase.  If you're going to use infographics, make sure there's a real story there and not just a bunch of numbers and pictures pasted onto look pretty.  Dashboards, choose very carefully what contributes to your Call to Action.  And leave out the other stuff no matter how fascinating it is.  There will be a place for it later.  But be really discriminating on what you include.  
	And then encapsulate what you're saying in the human elements.  And with a projection of the benefits that could be had if people, in fact, follow your Call to Action.  
	
	Talk about high stakes audiences, it occurred to me, well, who is a low stakes audience?  
	It's like we don't care about them.  
(Chuckles).
	>> You know, we're not going to go to all of this trouble, clear charts, no.  
	
	Think about on your official form there or wherever, what would you do that you've heard this, go back and insist we have color printers, I don't know.  
(Chuckles).
	>> Buy ink.  
	How would you change what you're going to do overall?  And when you get back to your office, what would you do, what's one thing you would do to probably improve the way data is communicated at least out of your shop?  
	Resources, things that I recommend.  Again no financial interest this is just me as an individual but I have really liked these things.  
	One is this book.  It's probably in my opinion the best most concise collection of things about good graphic design that I've seen.  By somebody who has a master in fine arts but was the head of graphics for the Wall Street Journal.  And knows her stuff.  Steven Fu there are a lot of people who have written books.  I'm not saying that this guy is better than all of them.  He's spoken at CDC.  His stuff in in -- is in more depth, it may be more than you want to read but if you like this kind of thing and I'll tell you how you can get in touch with me if you want copies of these things.  
	Let me list where to go for them.  Online resources.  I talked about that Clear Communication Index that the psychologist at CDC chose, the things that show that your information is being presented in a clear way.  
	That's the business about how to deal with statistics and risk came from.  
	Another very good compendium is from the National Cancer Institute, making data talk both of these things are .gov so they are free.  They belong to the taxpayers but it's a good collection of information.  How to choose charts and some of those things about characteristics of good charts.  
	
	Questions or if you want a summary sheet, I purposefully didn't bring copies of the slides for a number of reasons but I'm glad to send summary points to you if you want to just email me just SRichardson4@CDC.gov I would be happy to send you information about what we sent over today, send you information.  
	Questions, questions, observations about oh that's so true or that's nice but . . . 
	No color.  Okay, we got one reality.  
	>> (Speaker off microphone).
	>> Yeah, low reading level it's one of these things, the rule used to be kind of what's the grade level.  You've heard that.  You're at the 8th grade level.  We're not saying that.  We're not saying that, I say we the Clear Communication Index it's not saying that anymore.  It's use the language of your audience, if you're talking to physicians go ahead and use the Latin that's easier they know that stuff, bam.  
	>> (Off microphone).
	>> Yeah, okay.  And I would imagine they are at an average reading comprehension level.  Let's assume that -- remember, it's not because they can't understand.  It's how fast do we want them to understand?  How much energy are they willing to put in.  It's kind of like come on come on come on I've just seen stuff about forestry and your stuff comes up making it boom, boom, boom, means it slides in there they don't have to work so hard they can concentrate on what you're saying and not decoding what we've got there.  
	So yeah I would say write it clearly, bullet lists.  Check this -- if you're talking about printed material that Clear Communication Index it has a user's guide it says look for these elements.  It helps you build one and if you can check those off you probably got something that's going to speak to them.  Yeah, people sometimes feel like this is our one shot we've got to give it all to them.  What's our Call to Action?  We have a more modest goal here.  It contributes to our long-term goal.  But this one presentation this is our goal and these things are the things that will get us that one step so there's a reason for doing that.  
	
	Other thoughts and notions?  
	I'm going to stick around afterwards if someone wants to see the book or has a particular question.  Thank you, everybody, especially at this point in the program.  
	(Applause) 
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